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{Received 9 May 1989)

%'e have observed dielectronic and direct excitation of H-like S' + and Ca' + and He-like Ti + ions
in silicon channels caused by collision with weakly bound target electrons which behave as a freeelectron gas. As in vacuo, relaxation of the doubly excited states can occur radiatively leading to ions of
decreased charge, but in a crystal channel collisional eAects can cause double ionization. The eAects are
seen in both the x-ray yields and charge-state fractions, and, in the case of Ti +, in charge-state x-ray
coincidences,
PACS numbers:

34. 80. Kw, 34.80. Dp, 61.80. Mk

Energetic ions traveling through crystals at small angles to low index directions may be steered to avoid hard
collisions ("channeling" ) and interact in close collisions
For ion velocities
only with loosely bound electrons.
where Uf is a target Fermi-electron velocity
U )5 Uf,
representative of the sampled electrons, the penetrating
ion may be viewed as being bombarded by a Aux of electrons moving at velocity U;. The qualitative verity of this
approximation was first demonstrated' in 1972 when oxygen ions (2 MeV/nucleon) channeled through thin gold
crystals were shown to undergo electron capture and loss
which could be characterized by interactions with only
valence electrons. Since that time, the effect has been
Most reused in numerous and varied investigations.
cently, it has been employed to study radiative electron
capture for Xe + at 80 MeV/nucleon and to give a
measure of the electron impact ionization cross section
for U~+ (q =88-91) at 405 MeV/nucleon.
In these
latter two experiments, the target was thin compared to
secondary events such as reionization or recapture, respectively, and the energy dependence of the studied processes was assumed to be monotonic and was not studied.
If the assumptions made above are quantitatively
correct, ions traveling through this medium at velocities
to electron velocities required for sharply
U; equivalent
varying processes, such as dielectronic or direct excitation of an electron bound to the ion, should experience
'

events similar to those in a hot dense plasma, but with a
relatively narrow electron energy distribution, i.e. , a Ferdistrimi distribution as against a Maxwell-Boltzmann
bution at the temperature necessary to carry out these
excitation processes.
In dielectric excitation, an electron colliding with the
ion moving in the channel excites a previously bound
electron and, in so doing, loses energy and is captured to
a discrete state forming a doubly excited ion. These resonances occur below the energy required for direct excitation. Direct excitation (unlike ionization), rises sharpThese sharp features will be
ly at its energy threshold.
spread in energy by the Compton profile of the Fermielectron momentum distribution.
In vacuum under single-collision conditions, the doubly excited state would decay either by an Auger process
or by radiative stabilization
(dielectronic recombination). In dielectronic recombination, the final result is
the production of an ion of reduced charge and two photons. However, if the excited state is created in a dense
electron medium (i.e. , a dense plasma or a crystal channel), secondary collisional processes leading to further
excitation and ionization can come into play and may
even dominate.
If we take, as an example, a KLL resonant transition
in a hydrogenic ion, a summary of most of the reactions
which can occur is the following:
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The experiments were carried out using the 25-MV
tandem accelerator of the Holifj. eld Heavy Ion Research
Facility (HHIRF) at ORNL to obtain beams of H-like
S' + (80-210 MeV), H-like Ca' + (150-300 MeV),
and He-like Ti + (237-375 MeV). The S' + and
Ca' + ion beams were passed through the (110) axis of a
1.2-pm-thick silicon crystal. Measurements were made
of (a) the emerging charge-state distributions using electrostatic deAection and a solid-state position-sensitive
detector, and (b) the x-ray spectra using a Si(Li) detector with a 145 eV resolution at 5.9 keV. With this detector, we are
2pls)
hvar, easily able to resolve the hv& (2p
ls'), but since hv) and hv, (2p ls)
from hv, (ls2p
both involve decay to an empty K shell, they cannot be
resolved. Hence, the experimentally distinguishable end
+, 4 +, photons having energies
products are A
and photons with energy hv2 (these are unhv~ and
derlined in the above equation).
In Fig. 1(a), we show for channeled Ca' + the yield of
hv]+Av3 as a function of ion energy. The features correspond to dielectronic excitation to KLL, KLM, KL%,
etc. , and at 300 MeV to direct 1s~ 2p excitation. The
energies at which these contributions should appear are
indicated by the arrows at the bottom of Fig. 1(a). The
magnitudes are obtained from the above rate equations,
by assuming rapid substate mixing nl ~nl' and then using the fastest available radiative and Auger rates tabulated by Seely, ionization cross sections calculated using
the Lotz formula, and excitation cross sections calculated using the Seaton formula.
The collisional rates r;
are obtained from r;=a;p, v;, where p, is the electron
for the Si(110) chandensity taken to be 1.9 X 10 cm
nel and o; is the cross section for the considered process.
The calculated rates are convoluted with a 10-eV Fermi distribution for the electrons in a Si(110) channel.
Resulting rate equations for populations of the ten lowest
hydrogen- and helium-like configurations (ls to 3! and
ls to 313/', respectively) are iteratively solved and summation bins for numbers of x rays emitted are accumulated in 400 steps through the crystal length of 1.2 pm.
Charge-state fractions and x-ray yields per ion are calculated, including eA'ects of Auger and x-ray decay of excited ions downstream of the crystal. The resultant
(hv&+hvar) x-ray yield per ion is plotted as the solid
curve in Fig. 1(a). It should be noted that the only normalization is the addition of backgrounds linear in projectile energy and that the predicted values are absolute
in x rays per ion. Using the same rate coe%cients, we
can calculate, e.g. , the yield of Ca + ions [cf. Eq. (1)
V(b)] and plot it together with the experimental data in
Fig. 1(b).
In the case of Ca ' +, the radiative processes dominate,
e.g. , the ratio of rates for Eq. (1) III(a)/III(b) =4. In
the case of S' +, the radiative rates are slower and the
excitation and ionization cross sections are higher so that
the collisional channel comes more into play; i.e. , for
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rays [see Eq. (1)] and (h) charge fraction of Ca
function of Ca ' + ion energy incident on a (110)
Si (1.2 pm thick). The stnooth curves are results of
simulation as described in the text.

FIG. l. (a) Yield of hv~(2lnl'
calcium x
ions as a
channel in
a computer

S'

+

=0.8. In Fig. 2(a), we show, as a
+ ion
energy, the data for the yields of
hv~+hvi and in Fig. 2(b) the S' + charge fraction. The
solid curves are calculated in the same manner as for
Ca' + above.
The relative yields in the radiative and collisional
channels can be a strong function of the crystal thickness
used. The radiative rates are unaff'ected, but if an excited state is formed within a few mean free paths for excitation and ionization from the exit end of the crystal, the
probability of it being collisionally ionized is suppressed.
This is the case in the 1.2-pm crystal used in the work
described above. For example, for [Ca' +(2p )]**,the
mean free path for excitation in the Si(110) channel is
0.72 pm and, for the [S' + (2p
the mean free path
for excitation is 0.28 pm. These eA'ects are taken into
account in our calculations. For very thin crystals (e.g. ,
05 pm), the resulting yields should be describable in
terms of simple dielectronic recombination.
On the other hand, for thick crystals, only those recombined excited
ions formed near the end of the path will survive while x
rays formed all along the path will be recorded. %"e take
as an example the KLL resonance in the formation of
III(a)/III(b)
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FIG. 3. Titanium Ka and KP x-ray yields for He-like
(Ti +) incident ions axially channeled through a 2.6-pm-thick
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Si(100) crystal. X rays were measured in coincidence with
Ti' + ions. Solid curves show normalized results of a computer
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FIG. 2. (a) Yield of hv~(2lnl'
ls)
lsnl) plus hv3(2l
sulphur x rays [see Eq. (1)] and (b) charge fraction of S' +
ions as a function of S' + ion energy incident on a (110) channel in Si (1.2 Ium thick). The smooth curves are results of a
computer simulation as described in the text.
Li-like Ti:

Ti"+(ls')+e ~ [Ti"+(ls2!2l')]'*,
II(a) [Ti' +(Is2121')]** Ti' +(ls 21)+hv~,
II(b) [Ti ' + (Is2121')]
+e [Ti + (1s21)] + 2e,
III(a) [Ti' +(ls2l)]* Ti' +(ls )+hv2,
III(b) [Ti

(2)

+(Is2l)]*+e~ Ti '+(ls)+2e.

In this case, the radiative rate for II(a) exceeds the
8. However, the
collisional rate II(b) by a factor of
stabilized recombined ion [II(a)] is susceptible to ioniza1 s + 31
1 s + 2e with a mean free
tion via 1s 21 + e
1.5 pm. %'e demonstrate this effect by passpath of
ing a Ti +(ls ) beam through a (100) channel in a Si
crystal 2.6 pm thick. ' Because of the relatively low
+ ions, coincidence measurements
yield of surviving Ti'
are necessary. In Fig. 3, we show the data for coincidence of Ti' + ions with Ti Ka and KP x rays. The

solid curves are results from a computer simulation similar to those described above for incident S ' + and Ca ' +
ions. Here, electron binding and transition energies have
been reduced to approximate the Li-like doubly excited
states, small linear backgrounds have been added, and
the calculations for Ka and KP have been independently
normalized to the data at 300 MeV. Clearly, these
effects should be studied as a function of path length, the
upper limits being determined by complications due to
the ions energy losses in the crystal.
In these experiments, we have demonstrated that a
crystal channel provides an environment for electron-ion
collision studies for ions with v;»vf which is quantitatively analogous to a dense electron gas with a near Fermi distribution of energies. To characterize these phenomena, we have used well understood H- and He-like
ions. The utility of this work in the future lies in two
directions: first, to study dielectronic excitation and collision processes of doubly excited states of more complex
ions and second, to use resonances in simple ions to
characterize energy distributions of electrons in crystal
channels.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge J. Chevalier (Aarhus
University) for his help in preparing the Si crystals.
This research was sponsored by the U. S. Department of
Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of
Chemical Sciences, under Contract No. DE-AC0584OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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